
terrific increase in readability
especially when the interference is
very strong, with the unit comp-
letely killing the Woodpecker
pulses, except with very weak
signals, where readability does suf-
fer somewhat.

On CW, things are rather
worse. Depending on the width set-
ting, the unit can have a disastrous
effect on Morse signals, to the point
of making them completely
unreadable most of the time. The
problem is of course that the unit
makes no attempt at distinguishing
between the Woodpecker pulses
and CW, with the result that if the
blanking width is at all high, the
dots start to become blanked as well!
At faster CW speeds, or wider set-
tings, both dots and dashes become
blanked. Of course, you have a
choice - try to copy the whole
signal with the Woodpecker
blasting away, or try to copy less of
the signal but with no Woodpecker.

It should be emphasised that
most of the time, the blanking width
can be reduced to its theoretical
minimum, and under these condi-
tions there is just a slight 10Hz
'pinging' effect on the signal which
most people could cope with. If the

incoming pulses are long and
distorted, then the width has to be
increased.

The other point is that you can-
not really have the unit turned on
while there is no interference pre-
sent, unless you are prepared to
listen to the 10Hz pulses modulating
both the background noise and the
wanted signal. The unit is of course
running continuously, and this is
the disadvantage of the Moscow
Muffler over those blankers which
use the incoming received pulses to
generate the blanking pulse. The
ear will respond much more
favourably to periods of missing
signal, than high intensity
Woodpecker pulses, but this is only
a practical advantage as long as the
gaps are limited to the periods when
the Woodpecker pulses would have
been present.

Once the SYNC and WIDTH
settings have been established at
any point in time, the blanking is
maintained over longish periods -
as long as the Woodpecker signal
doesn't change. Occasionally slight
readjustment of the sync control is
needed. During the period of the
review, there were a fair number of
transmissions at 16Hz as well as

10Hz.
The unit is well screened, and

none of the digital signals present
inside the unit got into the receiver.
The COR system only needs a few
watts of RF to switch correctly.

Summary

The Moscow Muffler is certain-
ly a very effective unit and works as
claimed by the manufacturer. If
your existing transceiver or receiver
has no effective facility for dealing
specifically with the Woodpecker (it
won't handle random type inter-
ference), then this AEA unit can be
highly recommended, especially as
it does not entail any adjustments or
modifications to your existing rig.

It will eliminate the interfering
pulses under nearly all conditions,
but inevitably it has some blanking
effect on the wanted signal as well.
Unless the received pulses are very
wide, this effect is tolerable - the
overall result is usually a vast im-
provement in copy. Some care in
adjusting the controls is needed for
optimum results.

Thanks to ICS for loan of the
unit. It costs £126 including VAT. 

WATERS Et

STANTON
ELECTRONICS
18/20 MAIN ROAD, HOCKLEY, ESSEX. Tel: 10702) 206835

NEW FDK ATC720
AIRCRAFT MONITOR

 118-136MHz AM portable aircraft
monitor

 25kHz steps controlled by
thumbwheel switch

 Sensitivity better than 1 microvolt
 Internal long lasting rechargeable ni-

cad battery pack
 Plug in helical whip and external

earpiece socket
 Auto tracking front-end tuning for

good image rejection
 Supplied complete with AC charger

and aerial

£129
plus free list

of UK airband
frequencies.

NEW

AIRBAND BASE/MOBILE MONITOR
CD -6000

£99.00
Carriage £1.50

NEW

1

 110MHz-139.995MHz in 5kHz steps
 Covers all AM channels including

beacons
 Clear LED digital readout display
 Sensitivity better than 0.50 for 10dB
 12v DC power requirement. 400mA
 Automatic scanning facility. Built in

speaker
 Complete with mobile mounting

bracket and DC cable

MIZUHO SB2X
2M SSB PORTABLE

 144.25-144.35MHz VXO frequency
control

 2m SSB/CW internal battery powered
portable. 0.2w output

 Receiver sensitivity better than 15dB
for 0.50

 Built-in microphone with optional
external mic socket

 Noise blanker circuit and built in CW
key

 BNC aerial socket/headphone socket/
external psu socket.

 Base station performance from a
pocket portable

£89!

MAIL ORDER SLIP to: Waters Et Stanton Electronics, Warren House, Main Road, Hockley, Essex.
Name Goods required
Address

Please rush me the above. Cheque enclosed for £ /Please charge to credit card No

rrrr..a Atom
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